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President's Column 

 

As we approach the end of another year your Council would like to send their warmest 
Christmas wishes to all our members, friends and colleagues. This has been a busy year 
for our Council and many Councillors are probably looking forward to a well earned 
summer break. 

Looking back over the year I have mixed reactions. It has been wonderful to see the 
Forest Policy Project attract so many members volunteer their time, obviously many feel 
this project is important for New Zealand and our sector. However at the same time I am 
saddened by some of our leaders who only see the policy as a threat to their business; 
which it is not. 

Too many times this year I have seen representatives of our industry advocate for what 
is best for them rather than what is best for their sector. I know this comment will result 
in anger in some quarters, but it is time we faced the truth. We have too many sector 
organisations pushing their own personal barrows, and as a result the sector is not well 
represented and largely ignored by Government and the public, as they just simply don’t 
know who or what to believe. 

As we approach an election year it is important the sector is clear and conscious on 
what it want from a Government. Other industries are very good at this; Federated 
Farmers, New Zealand Wine, tourism industry etc. We are not. NZIF has not been 
allowed to be part of WoodCo. When NZIF speaks to ministers and MP’s we too often 
hear from them other sector representatives disagree. I am not saying NZIF is correct, 
but we are an organisation who represents individual members, not business, and 
represents all forests; commercial, native, urban, recreational. Nevertheless whoever is 
right or wrong, it would be wonderful to have a clear sector policy and this is exactly 
what the Forest Project Policy is trying to achieve. 

On a more positive note, I took great pleasure announcing the arrival of the Prince of 
Wales Leadership and Sustainability awards at our conference. Whilst much work is to 
be done, the concept of an exchange of young leaders between Canada, UK , Australia 
and New Zealand is very exciting. Long term we hope to extend this to other countries. If 
you are just leaving University or have left in the last 5 year keep an eye out for the 
award applications. I personally believe spending three months in another country 
learning how they undertake forest management can only be positive for your career, 
your employer and the sector. 

https://12224-console.memberconnex.com/Article?Action=Edit&Article_id=1397#employment


It has also been pleasing to see the amount of submissions made and also spoken to by 
the council. Once again we must thank Murray Parrish for the majority of work involved 
in these, but it is also pleasing to see other members stick their hands up to help in 
areas of their expertise. I have stated it before, but will do it again, NZIF needs you to 
volunteer your time to run. We only have one part time paid person, everything else 
which we do; Council, conference, local sections, submissions, financial, reporting, 
awards, etc. are all the result of volunteers. Ponder this over your break, and if you feel 
you have time to give back to your sector let me know if the new year. We can always 
use help. 

I must make a special mention of Jay our administrator. As you all know she does a 
wonderful job of prodding me to do my job, but she also keeps this whole organisation 
ticking on. Her work at conferences ensure they are run smoothly, at it has been 
encouraging when I hear how well run the conference was, from members. Whilst a lot 
of this is down to the conference committees, I know these committees will say it would 
not have been possibly without Jay. Thank you Jay for all your work. Have a well 
deserved break and don’t kill yourself on your long ride. 

I would also like to thank our newsletter ‘editor’ and organiser; Janice. Janice joined us 
this year when she filled in for Jay while Jay was away. She is a breath of fresh air, is 
not afraid to tell me I am ridiculous, ensures the newsletter get’s out on time and 
occasionally pulls Jay in line (something the rest of us can’t do). Thank you Janice, I 
personally appreciate all you do and I know the members do so as well, even if they 
don’t know who is behind the newsletter. 

Your wonderful Council has again volunteered a lot of their time to ensure NZIF 
represents you. Yes there is always more we can do, and I am disappointed we have 
not met all our targets, but we are limited by our day jobs. I would like to thank all the 
employers of our Councillors (they all have day jobs) for not only allowing our Council to 
spend time on NZIF, but also in many cases paying for some of the costs of their travel. 
Your Council works hard, often on unseen, to ensure NZIF and the total forest sector is 
represented, heard, and drive change if required. So to David, Kent, Jess, Simon, 
Murray, Bridget, Angus, Patrick and Euan than you for all your time, effort and help. I 
hope you too have a long and relaxing summer break and a wonderful Christmas. 

Finally to you, our members. Without you NZIF would not exist. I hope, like me, you 
believe NZIF is important to our sector. We are the organisation who represents the 
individual forester. We will always strive to do what is right for you the individual. I trust 
you feel we are doing this well. But if we are not the buck stops with me, so please 
contact me and let me know. I am well aware how busy everyone involved in the sector 
has been this year. Everywhere I go and everyone I talk to say this year has been 
hectic. I hope all of you have a good long summer break, spend time with family and 
friends and relax and forget about or sector for a while. Come back refreshed and 
enthusiastic and let’s work towards getting the forestry voice heard during the election 
year. 

Have a very merry Christmas, stay safe, look after your friends and family and relax. 

Regards 

James Treadwell 



Institute News 

NZIF Conference 2017 

The annual NZIF conference and AGM will be held at the Novotel, Rotorua between the 
3rd and the 6th September 2017. The conference will offer a look towards the future of 
the New Zealand forest industry. A host of international and domestic speakers will 
provide insight into the technologies, policies, and market drivers that will shape our 
structure, position in the landscape and the composition of our workforce. The 
conference field trip will take advantage of Rotorua’s unique position at the heart of the 
industry and will offer a unique opportunity to visit processing sites, research trials and 
local forests. 

Jonathan Dash 

2017 Conference Committee Chair 

From NZIF Administration  

This is our last Newsletter for this year, from the admin team at NZIF we wish you a 
Merry Christmas and safe holidays. The next newsletter will be published on the 30th 
January 2017. 

In the News 

 

Ministry for Primary Industries - Afforestation Grant Scheme Moves Ahead 

The dates for the 2017 funding round of the AGS have been confirmed. The round will 
open on 13 March 2017 and close on 27 April. 

The purpose of the fund is to achieve a better environment through planting new forests. 
Whether it be carbon absorption or reducing land erosion, the scheme is already making 
a real contribution. 

Next year’s round is expected to see the momentum of the first two rounds continue. 
MPI was very pleased with the number and quality of applications in this year’s round, 
and approved 81 grants for a total of 4,818ha of new forests. 

That is the same number of grants as last year, but with an additional 1,918ha of land 
which will result in over 5.5 million new seedlings planted during winter 2017. 

This shows how the AGS is becoming better utilised by land owners, and means that 
after two funding rounds the scheme is well on track to meet the target of planting 
15,000ha of new trees by 2020. 

Click the link here for more information, including eligibility and how to apply. 

Eastland Wood Council Newsletter 

https://12224-console.memberconnex.com/Article?Action=Edit&Article_id=1370#employment
https://12224-console.memberconnex.com/Article?Action=Edit&Article_id=1357#In%20the%20News
http://mpi.govt.nz/funding-and-programmes/forestry/afforestation-grant-scheme/?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Afforestation%20Grant%20Scheme%20update%20-%20December%202016&utm_content=Afforestation%20Grant%20Scheme%20update%20-%20December%202016+CID_0780f4b74e1068052aacfae22dd65069&utm_source=Email%20marketing%20software&utm_term=Find%20out%20more%20about%20the%20AGS


The Eastland Wood Council have released their second edition of the Forestry for 
Life Newsletter. Prue Younger, CEO, hopes you will enjoy the read and notes that 
although it is early this will be the last newsletter for 2016, she hopes to see you back 
next year! 

Read the Newsletter here. 

FIEA Forest Industry Safety Summit March 2017 - Forest safety leaders look to 
culture and technology solutions. 

A wide range of forest safety experts are making positive change in New Zealand’s 
forestry workplace, using peoples’ minds to bring safety culture change to their work 
situations and combining that with technology to make their job safer. 

Workers and safety champions in the forest industry around the country have been 
working hard to improve safety in the workplace. Workers have responded with 
enthusiasm to help re-write safety rules to keep everyone aware of risks and how to 
minimize them. With workplace safety improvements getting harder to make since the 
2013 crisis, forest industry safety leaders are looking to new techniques. Industry 
leaders say growing safety culture among workers is proving to be valuable for gains in 
both safety and productivity at the same time. 

Another area where productivity can grow at the same time as safety is with technology 
and mechanisation. Over $80 million of investment in new steep slope harvester 
technology has been brought into forests up and down the country in the past three 
years. Safety in tree harvesting has dramatically improved with machines taking over 
much of the harvesting on steeper slopes. Now a new stage has been reached and 
industry people are coming together to make another paradigm shift in workplace safety. 

The FIEA Forest Industry Safety Summit conference series coming in March 2017 has a 
proven list of presenters from both the safety culture growth area and technology for 
safety in outdoor workplaces. These two solutions are keys to offering simple and 
practical solutions to people working closely together in forest harvesting operations. 
“We’ve got really inspiring and practical speakers who have delivered real change for 
their companies and clients – the case studies they have are proven to bring results,” 
says conference organizer John Stulen. “Our sessions and speakers are focused on all 
workplace roles, on people making real culture change and technologies to make 
change easier. Often it's a combination of engaging peoples’ minds and providing 
seamless safety tools, so we’ve got a bit of both in our presentations,” added Stulen. 
“We’ve also got safety leaders bringing their experience of learning reviews in the high-
voltage electrical industry and civil engineering fields as their people are working in 
similar conditions – outdoors with uncontrollable weather conditions. There are a lot of 
similarities with people in forestry workplaces,” says Stulen. 

Safety summit principal partners include McFall Fuel in New Zealand and VicForests in 
Australia. Both are recognised as early adopters of positive safety practices. 

This conference series sold out in 2013 and 2015, and is running again in March 2017 in 
Rotorua and Melbourne. These popular summits will run on 1-2nd March in Rotorua at 
the Distinction Hotel and on 7-8th March at Bayview Eden Hotel in Melbourne. More 
details on the Forest Industry Safety Summit conference can be found here. 

https://12224-console.memberconnex.com/Attachment?Action=Download&Attachment_id=1817
http://www.fiea.org.nz/forest-safety/


Read the full media release here. 

Reforming Australia’s illegal logging regulations 

The Department of Agriculture and Water Resources is seeking feedback on options for 
reforming the due diligence requirements of Australia's illegal logging laws. 

Consultation paper 

On 16 November 2016, the Department published a consultation paper which outlines 
potential options for changing the Illegal Logging Prohibition Regulation 2012. These 
options seek to improve the trade-off between the cost of complying with the due 
diligence requirements and the risk of illegally logged timber entering the Australian 
market. The consultation paper is intended to inform stakeholder discussion and 
feedback on the potential reforms, which may significantly change how businesses and 
individuals carry out due diligence on imported timber products and domestically grown 
raw logs. 

 Reforming Australia’s illegal logging regulations - Consultation Regulation Impact 

Statement 

Having your say 

The Department welcomes submissions from a range of domestic and international 
stakeholders. Feedback will help the Department to develop a final Regulation Impact 
Statement (RIS), which will be considered by the Australian Government in early 2017. 

Submissions close 12.30pm, 23 December 2016 (Australian Eastern Daylight Time). 

 

Disclaimer 

This newsletter is produced for NZIF Members. The contents (in whole or in part) 
should not be reproduced elsewhere nor the Newsletter distributed to others 
without permission from NZIF.  
While every care is taken in preparing this Newsletter neither the NZIF nor those 
producing it can be held liable for any loss, damage or misrepresentation caused 
by the use of material contained in the Newsletter. The views expressed in this 
Newsletter do not necessarily represent those of the NZIF. 

https://12224-console.memberconnex.com/Attachment?Action=Download&Attachment_id=1815
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/forestry/policies/illegal-logging/reform-aust-illegal-logging-regs/consultation-reg-impact-statement
http://www.agriculture.gov.au/forestry/policies/illegal-logging/reform-aust-illegal-logging-regs/consultation-reg-impact-statement
https://www.dpmc.gov.au/regulation
https://www.dpmc.gov.au/regulation

